OS/OT ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

Stay connected, engaged, and fulfilled.
The USC OS/OT Alumni Association serves occupational science and occupational therapy alumni by providing events and programs to help keep our network strong. Whether you are a recent graduate or well into your career, the USC OS/OT Alumni Association is for you.

Our line-up of social and business events, programs, and e-communications are aimed at helping strengthen current relationships as well as nurture new ones.

The board of directors strives to gather constant feedback and acts on that feedback to best serve the USC OS/OT alumni community.

As a graduate of the USC Division of Occupational Science and Occupational Therapy, you have earned a lifetime membership in the USC OS/OT Alumni Association.

The mission of the USC Occupational Science and Occupational Therapy Alumni Association is to support the overall advancement of alumni, students, and the USC Division of Occupational Science and Occupational Therapy. Through social and professional engagement, the OS/OT Alumni Association strives to build a culture of continuing education, lifelong learning, mentoring, philanthropy, and togetherness among OS/OT Trojans for life.

We invite you to join the USC OS/OT Alumni Association, and help us continue to build and strengthen the lifelong USC Occupational Science and Occupational Therapy network.
JOIN TODAY.

Membership is automatic upon graduation; however, you must register.

To register, go to:

ot.usc.edu/alumni/alumni-association
and select “guest account” or fill out the enclosed membership application.

FOLLOW US.

facebook.com/uscosot
ot.usc.edu/linkedin
twitter.com/uscosot
youtube.com/uscosot